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Designing with Web Standards (3rd Edition)New Riders Publishing, 2009

	Best-selling author, designer, and web standards evangelist Jeffrey Zeldman has revisited his classic, industry-shaking guidebook. Updated in collaboration with co-author Ethan Marcotte, this third edition covers improvements and challenges in the changing environment of standards-based design.

	

	Written in the same engaging...
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JIRA 5.2 EssentialsPackt Publishing, 2013

	Learn how to track bugs and issues, and manage your software development projects with JIRA


	Overview

	
		Learn how to set up JIRA for software development.
	
		Effectively manage and handle software bugs and issues.
	
		Includes updated JIRA content as well as coverage of the popular...
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Dreamweaver MX ExtensionsNew Riders Publishing, 2002
Do you use Dreamweaver? Have you downloaded and installed extensions from the Dreamweaver Exchange, and do you love the whole idea of being able to add objects, behaviors, commands, and so forth, to the program? Do you often find yourself thinking, "If only Dreamweaver did it this way..." or "Why doesn't someone...
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Mastering Photoshop CS3 for Print Design and ProductionSybex, 2007
For a long time now, Photoshop has reigned as the premier image-editing application for print designers and production artists. In fact, those of us in the print and publishing fields have become so dependent on Photoshop that it’s hard to imagine life without it. In the early days of Photoshop, it was considered primarily a tool for graphic...
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Professional K2 blackpearl (Wrox Programmer to Programmer)Wrox Press, 2009
Built on Microsoft technologies including Microsoft Office SharePoint Server, SQL Server, Microsoft Office 2007, and Visual Studio 2005 and 2008, the latest K2 [blackpearl] release provides you with mature workflow management systems that can automate processes or pull together people, services, and systems. You’ll get an introduction to...
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Python Tools for Visual StudioPackt Publishing, 2014

	Leverage the power of the Visual Studio IDE to develop better and more efficient Python projects


	Overview

	
		Learn how you can take advantage of IDE for debugging and testing Python applications
	
		Enhance your efficiency in Django development with Visual Studio IntelliSense
	...
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Microsoft Dynamics CRM 2011 CookbookPackt Publishing, 2013

	Includes over 75 incredible recipes for deploying, configuring, and customizing your CRM application


	Overview

	
		Step-by-step guide to deploy Dynamics CRM 2011 components, configuring claim-based authentication and IFD deployment
	
		Focus on Dynamics CRM 2011 server maintenance and optimization...
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Maya 4.5 SavvySybex, 2003
Maya is famed for its intuitive interface, and yet this high-end 3D application is so powerful that no one masters it without help. Maya 4.5 Savvy  is an update to the successful Mastering Maya 3 and provides precisely the help you need to take your skills to the next level, regardless of your field and how much or little you...
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Transactions on Petri Nets and Other Models of Concurrency IIISpringer, 2009
These Transactions publish archival papers in the broad area of Petri nets and other models of concurrency, ranging from theoretical work to tool support and industrial applications. ToPNoC issues are published as LNCS volumes, and hence are widely distributed and indexed. This Journal has its own Editorial Board which selects papers based on a...
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Building Parsers With JavaAddison Wesley, 2001
Parser building is a powerful programming technique that opens a world of opportunity for designing how users interact with applications. By creating mini-languages, you can precisely address the requirements of your application development domain. Writing your own parsers empowers you to access a database more effectively than SQL to efficiently...
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Professional BizTalk Server 2006Wrox Press, 2007
This book provides insight into how industry experts have successfully architected, developed, and maintained Microsoft BizTalk Server in mission-critical environments. Authored by highly-regarded consultants with a wealth of knowledge on designing, building, and operating enterprise applications using BizTalk, this comprehensive guide gives you...
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Learning Autodesk 3ds Max Design 2010: Essentials: The Official Autodesk 3ds Max Training GuideFocal Press, 2009
Learning Autodesk 3ds Max 2010 Design Essentials is a superb end-to-end reference that provides users with complete info on all of the features and options available in the latest version of 3ds Max Design, so that users can learn how to use 3ds Max Design confidently in a production environment. Each chapter offers a series of lessons -...
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